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or today is "Hands Off: Fostering S'elf-Reliance

in the Writing Lab." My fundamental idea is that our ultimate goal in

the lab is student self.,:reliance, not,mere)y good 'compositions. T want

to show how the dynamics of the writing conference in tho 10 can foster

self-reliance.

As we attelpt to formulate'instructional theory for the writing lab

it is important to recognize that this goal of self-reliance for, our
.5

students, intangible a(t is, must be at the core of any student-centered

ppdagogy. In the IA, we tailor our teaching techniques tr the needs of

4F
thwindividual students, help them solve their problems, and than send

them on their way. lf we'reVsnccessful we have, sooner or later with

each student, worked ourselves out of a job.

We know, of course, and wish our students knew better, that the

writing lab is not an editing s rvice. A writing lab must have,substan-

tive rather than merely cosmet3 effect on student writing. But the

idea of self-reliance goes beyond this: ,uthat the student learns in the

'lab611ust be transferable to future writings. To be truly studentoriented,.

ab ,instructorspustsee Oeir.§tudents as persons who aro in the procosy/

not -simply Of writing-one ialc. two papers,' but of becoming offectivoAliers.

/7
The work done JA a writing conference becomes more important thail Xts

.



specilti product. The way we manage the writing conference i.tself is one

key to accomplishing this kind of lasting teaching.

The best thing about teaching in a lab situation, it seems to me, is

the/precise arid . llitre focus we can esTablish with eftch writer in the

one-to-one setting el conference. Such individnali7,ation Is what makeS

the. lab se valuable, especially for students who feel lost or insecure in.

a regular classroom or who-are at an educational disadvantage in a collegc

or university in the first place. Yet, this individual attention can fool

these inexperienced writers into thinking that someone else will take care

of their writing problems for them, quickly; becalfse the paper is due

next hour.

We've all been admonishednot to do the students' work for them. We

4 try not to. My experience is that 8espite,our best 'intentions, the prob-

lem of-students becoming dependent upon a center's staff for either direc-

C-1

tion or editing is a real one. I'm sure you've met the gorgeous, broad-

shouldered, soft-speken feotball player who makes his first appearance in

the.lab long after mid-terms. He's had a lot of trouble with his knees

this year, so he hasn't been able to do much work in' En(lish class, and

he's behind by three or four essays now. The tvacher doesn't -really under-

stand him, But he $ heard that you're really good at outlines, so if you

could just take a look at these assignments
. . Or there's the lovely

young woman with long hair who comes in late on a Friday afternoon. She

has five or six gold Chains'arranged in the'neckline of her Silk sh'irt

and very-long eyelashes. She gently slides her routh draft in front of

you apd waits, responding y) questions with smiles, poLts and shrugs.
.
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Sometimes it'seems easier just to help those students than to try to

teach them, doesn't itr

But our job is to teach, and unless the help we give a studont lasts

beyond the immediate crisis- of,the paper at hand, we aren't really doing

anybody any service at all. 'The issue, then, is how can we tecich effec-
.

tively in a writing center,, where we usually see students sporadically,

when they are under tremeiVioys pressure to-get through a specific assign-

ment? How can we conduct a writing conference to that we do more than

apply band-aids? How do we start to build self-reliance in our students?

I tell the peter tutors at mar center: Begin by putting down your

pencil and taking a deep breath. The "hands off" injunction in,my title

is meant literally. From the first visit student writers must be given

I
primary responSibaity f.or whiat happens to their writing in the lab. A

clear initial stattment of this is nonverbal. The paper-- a draft, a

, graded composition that needs- revision, or just an assignmpnt sheet ready

4

for notes or ali.outline--- should be fn front of the student, not :the

teacher. Th student does the. writing 40 it. The student, not the

teacher, re s aloud frm it. l'm risking over-siMplification here, but

these litt o physical Adjustment,raln Make a world of Afference. After

./

all, the lamiliar way/of getting help on a 'paper, or on anything, Teally,
So.,\

is for the helper to/-"fix things." . It's like going tb the doctor or

,taking your.car.in-Vo the shop. But in the settinkyve 'just described,

': '(- .
. ..

...,,,

the porsen askingifor help Is going to do the fixing.
.

I
.

4.
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This writing conference .0-111 be anywhicrie iron 10 minuten to an hour.

long: In my experience in the lab thirty minutes seems to be the ideal

length. It gives onaigh fime to focus on one major and several iesser

ft
issues. Beyond that both the student and teacher tend to become tired and

distracted. In apprbciably less than thirty minutes there is.not enough

time to establish the focus and 'rapport:needed for an effective teaching

session. However, if the student comes into the Jb regularly and stays

and writes for a while, several shorter conferences may be the most help-
)

ful appi-oacih. Thc model I will discuss here is the 30-minute one, the

one most familiar and natural to mei* 1 am assuming-that in considering

my suggestions you will adapt them to the setting of youiAlpwn lab.

What can or should we do in these thirty minutes? In essence, twi

things-- help students improve the assignment at hand and give them some

insight into their own developMent as writers. Both of theso.imply,speed-.

ing that development aldng. Our chief aids in this are the immediacy and

A.individualization that writing lab instruction offers. Immediacy gives

us the advantage of 4,conversational exchange with students about their

A
writing. Individualization gives us the advantage of'teaching to specific.

needs in a problem-solving manner. But before we can get to the problem-

solving lesson of a conference we have to figure out what its dontent

shouN be. In other word's, there is considerable won to be done before

we actually begin teaching in the familiar sense of tAls,:s term.

For the sake of discussion let me diVide the teacher's work in the

conference int.° three tasks, each making the next possil:Je. The three are

establishing focus, making a diagnosis, and teaching the lesson itse1C.
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Today I want to talk primarily about the early focusing stage ot a con- '

ference because I see it as often neglected yet crucial to the larger
\

iSSIle of fostering self-re!iance. It beenuse the proce.:s

which we'focus on the students' needs and together establish priorities

becomes a model for what they can do another time on their oWn.

\

Tho focusing procOss hogins w0,11 tho studowt's concerns. Wo itho

instructors must determine two things quickly: first, what the student

exPectA from t1'c conferenec, and second, what the student wants to accom-
,

plish in ,the writing task at hand. Pinning these issues downetin be

the hardest part of.the conference, especially with Students who arc new

to the lab. It would sometimes be-easier to skip this phase, jump in

and start fixing the paper upl But then what would be gziined, beyond a

somewhat bdtter composition?

So resist the temptation to.jump in, and instead, let the student

do most of the talking in the-Ivrly minutes of your confereiicc. Here

and later we have to remember to keep our own Jaands off as much as possible.

4
It is just too easy to make false assumptions about what the student is

or shoul.d b"attempting in a writing.

At the center where I work, whichls fpr students enrolled in the

Educational Opportunity Program at the University of Washington, we usc

alialf-pago form to facilitate the beginning of a conferenet. (See Figure
4

.011e.) We adapted it from a 87UNY puffalo form picked up,at a conference .

a few years ago, and we may never stop tinkering with it. The form.ask,;

Students to write down what thoy want us to help them with. They fill



-out the top two lines and the left-hanq side of the form before the con.

fert,nce starts. This procedure is a crutial first step in'their taking

responsibility for lat will go on during the contcrenie. The form', alu

-provide it record of the teadher's perceptions of the conference activities,

filled in at-later stages of the conference. Wc use them t() collect

aitendance data as well. The lower left corner indicates class status,

counselor) and first lapguagelas well as4whether the stu-dent already had

draft and how much time we spent in conference.

.The ,brief process/of putting a hel request in writing is.important

in ehe growth of self-reliance because i- makes students think about.what

they want in the conference and in their writing. It allows them to

establish priorities; it produces,a langible statement of purpose, and

it c)rovides a tiny moment of additional practice at pufting thoughts into

writing. lncidenWly, we have staunchly resisted using a fiecklist on

these forms, operating on the theory that a menu-like list of potential

problems would be too t mpting. Both we and thc students would want to

.check off everything.1 Besides, the students'-own phrbsing.of a problem

can tell us more than a checkmark. Even if they write something seeminglj,

useless, qiey liave given us important information-- that they don".t know

what they want or need.

So the value of the written help request is the thinhiug process it

stimulates, a process_that can help foster'self-reliAnce in the student

writer. Last year At our center we found that students we saw more than
0

three or four timeS during a 10-week quarter'made more specific and leo,-

rate requests for help on their lot" ferms. I won't pretend innocence.

30.
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in this-- after the first few conferences' I insist that a student be

specific on the form before we begin talking about the paper. And I

would obviously be hard-pressed to argue that the form aione is respon-

sible formore sophisticated help requests. aut I am convinced that it .

is a useful teaching.tool because it encourages students to become more

aware of themselmesmitbin the conference and the writing process.

It would, of course, be naive to contend that students always know

what is going wrong with their papers. From inexperienced i4riters who

have little concept of audience, much less rhetorical stanc7, the most

cominon pl6as for help have to do with surface features such as Manias

or verbs. Once the instructor, sees the paper, a much, more basic issue

may become evident, such as misinterpretation of the assignment or in-

t

adequate development of a thesis that may or may nat be stated. Such

issues ),Nbuld take priority over.punctuation-errors. When we get into

1 N.,.

the diagnostic phase of the conference we sometimdiscover that we

need to change the student's perception of -ehe'paper. One might then

argur'that the "hands off" injunction J10 longer applie-s. We aro after

all intervening and suggesting changes in the writing, sdlietimes quite

substantial changes. i3;1-ead, I would say that I mean "hands off" ohly

literall We make the suggestions; it's up to the students to- carry

them,Dtit.

tut before we start the second and third siages, diagnosing :gild

making suggestions, we need.information beyond the student's expectations

of the conference. What does -the student hope'to aceomplish in the

. writing? I'm choosing my'words carefully,hero because I want to cavide
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this ix.lea df accomplishing in two. First, we must know the purposo.of

the paper. We Alave to find out what the assignment is. Tt is helpful

to hear the student's response to tho assignment orally, so that we have

something to build on if there is no draft, or something to measure the-

paper against if there Is a draft. .The secon thing we need to know iF),

what the student has been working on and worrying aboilt-- while

writing: commas? verbs? transitions? adding detail? This information

tells us not just-what to look for in the papers but a152 how much the

student knows about his or her own writing procesYes. It usually provides-

a foundation for the rest of the conference and, when/necessary, clues

.

for helping the stiident get past a writing block.

As we move to diagnosis, I probably need to distinguish between

cgnferences that involve a draft and those that don't. If there is no

..draft, the diagnosti,c and teaching phases of the conference probably both

begin as soon as .we start discussing the purpose of the paper. Diagnosis:

stydent is having trouble getting started. Prescription: a heuristic

,

dialogue.
.

A similar dialogue is useful when there is a draft, but the

draft mi'sses the point of the assignment. Following the "hands off"

dictum is tricky in a conversation like this. _But remember that the paper

that results must be the student's own: We should take the role of a

catalyst, using questionS to stimdl-ate the "writer's thoughts. if we see

ourselves. as catalysts, it becomes easier not to make assumpIions about

where the student's ideas may Ire heading and easier not to impose ourselves

upon those ideas.
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Frequently the-assignment itself is not very -clear, and we have to

ask a number of questions about the context in w ich it was given. I

try to guide students to discover the appropriate response themselves.

Rephrasing the question and drawing analogies are preferable to saying,
)

"No, what you should have done is . ." Once they realize what an

assignment is asking for, many students can quickly summarize a still

unwritten paper. Sometimes five or ten minutes of conversation in a

conference will result in a clear thesis statement, oral or written,

when hours of,struggle the night befort would not_ The self-reliance

issue is-clear here_ The. students discover that they do in fact hav(\i'

something valuable to say, that they can res-pondNo the assignment.

ln some conferences this heuristic process alone could be thC major

lesson taught, for the dialogue provides a model for deciphering any

assignment. We should make the conversation an explicit model, explaining

that students can learn to do this kind of questioning for themselves.

Self-reliance.

As I suggested a moment ago, when there is a draft of a paper, we

have to find out and pay careful-attention to what the student tells us

she has been working on. First of all, onke we start reading we want to

be able'te provide positive reinforcement if, the student haS lien success-.

ful. lf the student has beep working hard On verb tenses and there are

very f,ew problems now, great, let him know he's,done well. There may he

dangling modifiers or cOnfuse0 relative-clauses, or no thesis, but before

we_ deal with thdm, let's let_the student know where he's met with some

sticcess. 7-SecOndly,. letting the student Auide the confcvence this way t-IP
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pactually save time.. For instance, a paper may have mistakes in it that

the student already knows about and can fix. Once we're sure this is the

case, we can turn our attention to other problem:., 1)1(0)1 cm!-. mo!'t 1iLc

of greater substance.

As we begin diagnosing,a draft, it we arc genuinely interested In

fostering self-reliance, we must listen carefully to the-student-. Unless

a paper is just coMpletely wrong-headed, most of the time most of what the

student has worked out will b6 acceptable, maybe even good. Thc student

;needs to know that. Then wc can Move from what is working to what isn't,

and, with the student's help, try to find out why it isn't. And that is

one of the'key benefits of working in a conference situation, I think::

finding out why something isn't working, not just saying what isn't.

In this light, much more could be said about the diagnostic process

and the 'teachipg that follows it,.but I would just like to make a few

comments about how we tan structure the later parts of the writing COD-
,

ference with thc goal of self-relianc in itifnd,.

First of all, we need to remember the "hands off" dictum and resist

the temptation to grab a pencil and start editing. Most papers, especially

early in the term, will need work on a nnaer OP problems. In one writing
. /

conference we can hope to tackle one of them thoroughly and a couple 61

otherstangentially_ Thc trick, then, is to figure out the crucial proh1411

a student'is having on a given .draft and address it. Mutt is the mn

thing keeping the student from succeeding? That's what the fo'cl.(,sint-,

proets has been all about, getling' usi7b,ady to decide this... Bcfpre wc

16.
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.c.an tec-ide which arc basatc issues, we need A- o have soon
m

the paper a a

wholc,derermined-whothe -3t Accomplishes what As' author hopes it does,l/

and deci.ded whether mechouieal f1m e:.uIt from mistake!, or from pattvrw,

mop
of error that neeU further:diagnosis. Doin g all this.taLes a little ti:m0.

.
Try not to be afraid of.the

Second, the lesson we design must have JpplieatTons-beyond Phe paper

..,.,
4 . .

at hand.. For example-- if ,missing
.

expository materis0,i's generated during,

i the conference, the teacher can make the studvt aivare of.the-houtisfies.
,

used to develop the material and provide notos-pn that pratess as well-,
. -._,

.. f , .. .

i . . - ,

Should leaps in yeasoning become evident 0..e siippOrt. fOr'a,point be doeMod
. .. ... I

inadequate, questions can.be jotted.in the margin for'la:tcAr,contemplation.
e

Another good technique is to point out a better deVeloped paragraph else-

where in .the paPer or in a tet as a m6del

-41;!

Providing models teparate from the immediate problems can be quite

Yaluabie with senteqc,level,problems becau.se we cantcach the stud4f. i,
. .. . .. . , , .

to edit Ip-thout cto.ing- 1.1. for _them. The teacher canIwyite oUt sentences
, ,.::4i..,

. .,..

,._

#

that i#1111,tatd an orror'or sYntactic -difficulty:in g More obxtious way'rand
.

.

.

.

use-those sentences,-.tsi4cmonStyate hop and WhY the.problem can be corrected.
.

. ...

1

how

- q
C.

Sometimes'i.t ig noccssary to -teach the principle invOived, sometimes'only

--tO refresh the siudent'Smemorl:>:', Often handouts-can provide cht-ths or

modcls.'for corrections-, sentence 7(-76401,.punctuation patterns and the

like. With thesample,,sentences or'a:handout as a-guide, the student ean

. --
return to the vapor arid .make,th.e correctirls. At.first.students per,: to,

A

bc shown wheyc thcirarrors are, but a5 -it4e torffi-progresses, we try to he

increasinlOy 1.ss specifie lause they,have to leify.n to spot their 0n

errors tefore they -,c.an e.orreti t hetin , S-o 1 re I i
I

C.

,

416.
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Finally,-tht last few minutes of the conferenetr% are vary important.

What are we sending-the student away with? A new thesis statement, an

outline, a handout on punctuati,ngrsubordinate claus? Above ell we 'hould

have provided a vivid impression of what it febls.like to solve a touple-of

writing problems. The writing conference record form can be useful again

'here. The 'right-hand side asks the teichex t.o summari ze t..he content of the

conference and, most importantly, "What str'ategies were recommended. for the

student to use after he/she leftrl 'it can bcf very helpful for the student

to hear how these question are answered. At the end of each session I try

to suggest three areas for the.student to work on, one organizattonal,

one syntactical, and the third, a proofreading strategy. These are an

- implicit assignment for avoiding or dealing with the same problems in the

next 'paper.

The'point I want,to leave you with is that student sfelf--:reliance is

nurtured by the.interaction of the conference. The teacher does not tell

the studeIlt what to do. Together they discuss the material, the teacher

for the most part asking questions, resp, onding thoughtfully, rephrasing for

clarification, asking another question. Thus the instructor leads the star-

dent to fuller develoPment of the ideas at hand or correction of problem

areas, alwaysdwilding on what the st-uClent knows Or has already accom-
,

plished. The conversation-- the conference itself-- becomes an explicit

model-for what the student can do later, alone. Wlybe not next time, but

maybe the-time after that. Thb important-thing is that the studAt is aware

succeSsfully handling part of the writing prOcess:

4
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Hands Off: .Fostdring Self-Rcliancu in thc WILLIng Lab

Virginia A. Chappell
140,

-

University of Washington

1980 CCCC

f
The form below is used to faCilitate and record writing conferehce activity at

the Univevity of Washingtons Educational Opportunity Program lnstructional Center.*

Uses: Student makes written request for assistance.

Teacher reeords perc4tions, actkvities, recommendations.

'Form serves as attendance record.

WRITING CONFERENCE RECORD

A

Name: Date:
1

'Origin of Writing Thek:
Course Instructor

Writer: %Mat do you want the instruct:or
to help you with in this writing con-

ference? If there is mOrelahan one
thing, list in order of importance.

oFFIQg USE O.NtY

Diva

Sn

Time

Due date Length

Teacher: What were the specific problems
of this student that surfaced durinCthis

"

confeKenCe?

How did you deal wAh"them?

What_ strategies were recommended for thec

:writer tb use-after he/She left?

;>-Does'the student have a draft?
Nb Draft--braft--Criaded Draft

from a 10rmHpae0 at,
The:Wiitin4-Plae6. SUNY 'Buffalb

.

'197/4'1fL'

.1, initials

4

or.


